
 

In this beta demo, you will get to experience an infinite 2D side-scrolling platform adventure. You can use the w/a/s/d keys to move and the arrow keys to jump. With a controller, you can use your thumbstick for movement and jumping while pressing a button on the left or right of your controller for attacks. There are currently 6 levels that you can fight through. There are more than 8 bosses that you
get to experience. 1) Pre-Alpha Demo - Aerial of the Mushroom Kingdom (WIP) 2) Beta Demo v1.0 - Fight through 2 levels and 5 of 8 bosses! 3) Beta Demo v1.2 - Fight through 4 levels and 7 of 8 bosses! (plus 1 extra secret level!)

(The following is a screenshot from the current Super Mario 2D Universe Beta demo v1. 2) [/url] (The following is a screenshot from the current Super Mario 2D Universe Beta demo v1. 2) (The following is a screenshot from the current Super Mario 2D Universe Beta demo v1. 2) [/url] (The following is a screenshot from the current Super Mario 2D Universe Beta demo v1. 2) (The following is a
screenshot from the current Super Mario 2D Universe Beta demo v1. 2)

(Artwork, character design, title logo, etc., are all subject to change.) ▪️ Controls ▪️ -Movement - w/a/s/d keys or thumbstick on controller (left analog stick on Xbox controller). -Attack - I button on controller (right analog stick on Xbox controller). -Jump - arrow keys or A button on controller (left analog stick on Xbox controller). ▪️ Gameplay ▪️ -Platformer Gameplay - Get through the levels and
defeat the bosses. 

(The following is an excerpt from Super Mario 2D Universe Blog, photos, etc., are all subject to change.) We are currently working on creating a new demo for this project. We will update you when it is available so stay tuned. Please refer to our FAQ page for more information about the game.(http://supermario2duniverse.blogspot.
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